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SAFETY BUMP CAP SCARAP 2

The Surflex bump cap (or anti-collision cap), called Scarap2, is innovative personal protective equipment designed

for workers head protection. It consists on a textile jacket of nylon with a baseball style and a protective ergonomic

helmet of ABS whose interior is covered with a foam EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate) that cushions the blows on the

head. Its comfort and lightness are greatly appreciated by employees who wear it and it is safe equipment ensuring

the well-being in their work environment.

Utilization:

This product is in agreement with the protection requirements of users for applications

in commercial, industrial or recreational works whose risks have a low impact. This

product is certified EN 812 (European agreement) and it is useful in situations where

the wearing of a security helmet seems exaggerated. But also in workplace with risk

of shocks and bumps of the head (warehouses, assembly lines, laboratories, building

work indoors, garages, engineering ...). Thus, the use of a bump cap is efficient not

only in the sectors of aerospace, automobile, retail, but also transportation, logistics,

crafts and even the police!

EN812:2012

EN 812:2012 relates to bump cap of current use. They are used in the industry to protect the head when it hits

hard and static objects that can stun or cause lacerations and superficial injury to the wearer.

They are primarily intended for indoor use but can also be used outside for some businesses.
EN 812 gives the buyer of the Surflex bump cap peace and security during purchases and after purchases.

Bump cap is not designed to protect from the effects of falling objects and mustn’t

replace a protection helmet of industry according to EN 397.

One of the major advantages of the bump cap is  undoubtedly its 

comfort. It is not bulky and it is  slightly (+/- 170 g), which provides 

greater stability.  The ABS helmet is removed and replaced easily  

because it is fixed by Velcro. The visor is made with  plastic which 

makes the washing machine of the cap  very easy.

The large size of 56-64 cm facilitates the management of orders and there is a quick and safe  

regulating system by Velcro which allows the use for all types of heads. When the cap is worn, it  

does not move and provides comfort to the user throughout the day. It is waterproof and offers a  

solution to moisture through its anti-sweat band, the ventilation system located on both sides of  

the cap and EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate). In addition to being vented, the EVA foam is a very  

durable material which absorbs blows. The design of our bump cap has for objective to be able to  

combine breathability, comfort and effective protection.
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Brand SURFLEX SCARAP 2

Model Toute Saison / All Season Top Short LED Hiver / Winter AIR +

Product CAP

Material
100 % Nylon / 100 % Coton

(green 

SC08SS,

beige  

SC04SS)

100 % Nylon 100 % Coton
100 % Nylon (Navy &

Black), 100% Coton

(Beige),  100% 

Polyester (Yellow)

100% Polyester

NeckBand Anti-Sweat Band Anti-Sweat Band Anti-Sweat Band Anti-Sweat Band Anti-Sweat Band

Cleanliness

Band  

Compos

ition

100 % polyester 100 % polyester 100 % polyester 100% polyester 100% polyester

Wick 100 % polyester 100 % polyester 100 % polyester 100 % polyester Very Large, 100% 

polyeste

r,  Black

Reflective Gray 100 % polyester 100 % polyester 100 % polyester 100 % polyester 100 % polyester

Visor Plastic - 5cm Plastic - 3cm Plastic - 5cm Plastic Plastic – 3cm 

ou 

5cm  

(lavab

le)

Weight 60 gr +/- 55 gr +/- 82 gr +/- 90 gr +/- 60 gr +/-

High Visibility Orange (SC06SS), 

Yellow  (SC05SS), 

Red (SC09SS)

X X Yellow(SC05W) X

Colors (references)

Navy (SC02SS) , 

black  (SC01SS), 

gray (SC03SS),

white 

(SC00SS),

red  

(SC07SS)

Navy 

(SC02

SV), 

Black  

(SC01

SV)

Black 

(SC01SSL

ED), Navy  

(SC02SSL

ED)

Black (SC01W), 

Navy  (SC02W), 

Beige (SC04W)

Navy 

(SC0

2SVA

IR), 

grey  

reflex

Product HELMET

Material ABS

Foam EVA (éthylène acétate de vinyle)

Weight 98 gr +/- 98 gr +/- 98 gr +/- 98 gr +/- 98 gr +/-

Total Weight 155 grams +/- 153 grams +/- 180 grams 188 grams +/- 160 grams +/-

Comments

Reflective Gray: Sides : 

8  mm Width: Visor and 

back :  1,7 cm

LED x4 (Long time +-

25  Hours) X2 batteries  

(included) 3V CR2032

Visor  Switch

Earmuffs + inner pole  

Reflective Gray: Sides : 

8  mm Width: Visor and 

back :  1,7 cm
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